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LOOSE CRYSTALLINE LIFTS AND OVERCONVERGENCE OF
E´TALE (ϕ, τ)-MODULES
HUI GAO AND TONG LIU
Abstract. Let p be a prime, K a finite extension of Qp, and let GK be the
absolute Galois group of K. The category of e´tale (ϕ, τ)-modules is equivalent to
the category of p-adic Galois representations of GK . In this paper, we show that
all e´tale (ϕ, τ)-modules are overconvergent; this answers a question of Caruso. Our
result is an analogue of the classical overconvergence result of Cherbonnier and
Colmez in the setting of e´tale (ϕ,Γ)-modules. However, our method is completely
different from theirs. Indeed, we first show that all p-power-torsion representations
admit loose crystalline lifts; this allows us to construct certain Kisin models in
these torsion representations. We study the structure of these Kisin models, and
use them to build an overconvergence basis.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview and main theorem. Let p be a prime, K a finite extension of Qp.
Let OK be the ring of integers, k the residue field, and K0 the maximal unramified
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subextension. Then the ring of Witt vectorsW :=W (k) is just the ring of integers of
K0 and K/K0 is totally ramified. Write e := [K : K0], f := [k : Fp] with Fp := Z/pZ.
We fix an algebraic closure K of K and set GK := Gal(K/K).
Let ρ : GK → GLd(Zp) be a continuous representation and let T be the ambient
space. In [Car13], for each such T is associated an e´tale (ϕ, τ)-module, which is a
triple Mˆ = (M,ϕM , Gˆ) (actually, we are using a variant of the definition in [Car13],
see our Definition 2.1.5). By [Car13], the category of finite free Zp-representation of
GK is equivalent to the category of finite free e´tale (ϕ, τ)-modules. The functor from
T to Mˆ is via:
M(T ) =
(
OÊur ⊗Zp T
)G∞
and Mˆ(T ) =
(
W (FrR)⊗Zp T
)H∞
.
See §2 for any unfamiliar terms and more details. Here OÊur and W (FrR) are certain
“period rings”.
For the Zp-representation T , we can also define its “overconvergent periods” via:
M †,r(T ) :=
(
O†,r
Êur
⊗Zp T
)G∞
and Mˆ †,r(T ) :=
(
W (FrR)†,r ⊗Zp T
)H∞
,
where r ∈ R>0, and O†,r
Êur
and W (FrR)†,r are the “overconvergent period rings”. We
say that Mˆ = (M,ϕM , Gˆ) is overconvergent if it can be recovered by its “overcon-
vergent periods”, i.e., if for some r ∈ R>0, we have
M(T ) = OE ⊗O†,r
E
M †,r(T ) and Mˆ(T ) =W (Fτ )⊗W (Fτ )†,r Mˆ
†,r(T ).
Our main theorem is the following, which answers the question of Caruso [Car13,
§4]:
1.1.1. Theorem. For any finite free Zp-representation T of GK, its associated (ϕ, τ)-
module is overconvergent.
1.1.2. Remark. (1) In the (ϕ,Γ)-module setting, the corresponding overconver-
gence theorem in [CC98] (see also [BC08, Ked15]) is valid without assuming
the residue field of K is finite (i.e., they only need to assume k perfect). In
this paper, finiteness of k is needed for our loose crystalline lifting theorems;
in particular, we will need to consider nontrivial finite unramified extensions
of K (cf. §3), which are not well-defined if k is infinite.
(2) By using the ideas in the current paper, we can give a reproof of the overcon-
vergence of e´tale (ϕ,Γ)-modules (when k is finite); see upcoming [Gao18].
(3) In [KL16, §6,2], Kedlaya and R. Liu formulated another approach to the
overconvergence question for (ϕ, τ)-modules. The approach does not assume
the finiteness of k. As they pointed out in [KL16, Rem. 6.2.8], it would be
very interesting to compare their approach with ours.
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(4) In Berger’s recent work [Ber16] proving certain overconvergence result in
the Lubin-Tate setting, he critically used the calculation (in the F -analytic
setting) of “locally analytic vectors” in [BC16]. In fact, in loc. cit., the
“locally analytic vectors” in the (ϕ, τ)-module setting were also calculated
(see [BC16, §4.4]). It would be interesting to see if the approach of [BC16,
Ber16] can also be used to prove the overconvergence of (ϕ, τ)-modules.
1.2. Why overconvergence? Our theorem is clearly an analogue of the result of
Cherbonnier and Colmez [CC98], where they show that the (ϕ,Γ)-module associated
to T is overconvergent. Note that, the category of e´tale (ϕ,Γ)-modules, similarly
as the category of e´tale (ϕ, τ)-modules, is also equivalent to the category of all p-
adic GK-representations. Indeed, this similarity is what prompts Caruso to ask the
question in [Car13, §4]. The overconvergence result of [CC98] plays a fundamental
role in the application of (ϕ,Γ)-modules to study various problems, e.g., the proof of
p-adic local monodromy theorem ([Ber02]), and the study of p-adic local Langlands
correspondence for GL2(Qp)(cf. [CDP14] for the most recent advance), to name just
a few. To study p-adic local Langlands correspondence for GL2(F ) where F/Qp
is a finite extension, there has been very recent work to generalize [CC98] to the
Lubin-Tate setting, culminating in Berger’s proof (see [Ber16], also [FX13]).
Considering the very useful applications of overconvergent (ϕ,Γ)-modules, it is
natural to expect that our overconvergent (ϕ, τ)-modules should also generate in-
teresting applications. In particular, one of the reasons that the overconvergence
result of [CC98] is important, is because that it allows us to link (ϕ,Γ)-modules to
Fontaine modules (see [Ber02]). Namely, overconvergence helps to link the category
of all Galois representations to the category of geometric (i.e., semi-stable, crys-
talline) representations. However, in our current paper, we already use such a link
to prove our overconvergence result. Namely, we use crystalline representations to
“approximate” general Galois representations (see §1.3 for a sketch). We believe that
our approach will shed some more light on the deeper meaning of overconvergence,
and in particular, our overconvergent (ϕ, τ)-modules could potentially have certain
advantages (than the overconvergent (ϕ,Γ)-modules) in applications. We will report
some of our progress in future papers.
1.3. Strategy of proof. It turns out that our method is very different from that
used in [CC98]. We start with a conjecture of crystalline lifts which predicts that ev-
ery mod p residual representation admits a crystalline lift (with non-positive Hodge-
Tate weights). We can not fully prove this conjecture. But we prove a weaker version
(see Theorem 3.2.1) which states that for each mod p residual representation, after
restricting to a finite unramified extension, the residual representation does admit a
crystalline lift. This allows us to construct (inductively on n) loose crystalline lifts
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L˜n of Tn := T/p
nT . In fact, if we let −hn denote the minimal Hodge-Tate weight of
L˜n, then hn = hn−1+ s where s is a constant positive number independent of n, i.e.,
the growth of hn is linear ! We will see that the increasing rate of hn is closely related
to the overconvergence radius; indeed, it makes it possible to study the relation be-
tween (maximal) Kisin models inside Mn := M/p
nM for different n. After carefully
analyzing the structure of such Kisin models, we are able to construct an overcon-
vergent basis inside the (ϕ, τ)-module, and use it to prove our final overconvergence
theorem.
1.4. Structure of the paper. In §2, we collect some basic facts about various
categories of modules (in particular, e´tale (ϕ, τ)-modules). We define what it means
for an e´tale (ϕ, τ)-module to be overconvergent, and state our main theorem. In
§3, we show that all p-power-torsion representations admit loose crystalline lifts. In
§4, we study maximal liftable Kisin models, and in particular show that they are
invariant under finite unramified base change. In §5, we study Kisin models in e´tale
ϕ-modules corresponding to pn-torsion representation of GK . Finally in §6, we prove
our main theorem.
1.5. Notations.
1.5.1. Some notations in p-adic Hodge theory. We put R := lim
←−
x→xp
OK/pOK , equipped
with its natural coordinate-wise action of GK . There is a unique surjective projection
map θ :W (R)→ ÔK to the p-adic completion ÔK of OK , which lifts the projection
R → OK/p onto the first factor in the inverse limit. We denote by Acris the p-adic
completion of the divided power envelope of W (R) with respect to Ker(θ). As usual,
we write B+cris = Acris[1/p] and B
+
dR the Ker(θ)-adic completion of W (R)[1/p]. For
any subring A ⊂ B+dR, we define filtration on A by Fil
iA = A ∩ (Ker(θ))iB+dR.
We fix a uniformizer π ∈ OK and the Eisenstein polynomial E(u) ∈ W [u] of π in
this paper. Define πn ∈ K inductively such that π0 = π and (πn+1)
p = πn. Define
µn ∈ K inductively such that µ1 is a primitive p-th root of unity and (µn+1)
p = µn.
Set K∞ := ∪
∞
n=1K(πn), Kp∞ = ∪
∞
n=1K(µn), and Kˆ := ∪
∞
n=1K(πn, µn). Let G∞ :=
Gal(K/K∞), Gp∞ := Gal(K/Kp∞), H∞ := Gal(K/Kˆ), HK := Gal(Kˆ/K∞), and
Gˆ := Gal(Kˆ/K). Set ε := (µi)i≥0 ∈ R and t := − log([ε]) ∈ Acris as usual. We use
εp to denote the p-adic cyclotomic character.
Recall that {πn}n≥0 defines an element π ∈ R, and let [π] ∈ W (R) be the
Techmu¨ller representative. Recall that S = W [[u]] with Frobenius extending the
arithmetic Frobenius on W (k) and ϕ(u) = up. We can embed the W (k)-algebra
W (k)[u] into W (R) ⊂ Acris by the map u 7→ [π]. This embedding extends to the
embedding S →֒ W (R) which is compatible with Frobenious endomorphisms.
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We denote by S the p-adic completion of the divided power envelope of W (k)[u]
with respect to the ideal generated by E(u). Write SK0 := S[
1
p
]. There is a unique
map (Frobenius) ϕS : S → S which extends the Frobenius on S. Let Fil
nS ⊂ S
be the p-adic completion of the ideal generated by γi(E(u)) :=
E(u)i
i!
with i ≥ n.
One can show that the embedding W (k)[u] → W (R) via u 7→ [π] extends to the
embedding S →֒ Acris compatible with Frobenius ϕ and filtration (note that E([π])
is a generator of Fil1W (R)).
As a subring of Acris, S is not stable under the action of GK , though S is fixed by
G∞. Define a subring inside B
+
cris:
RK0 :=
{
x =
∞∑
i=0
fit
{i}, fi ∈ SK0 and fi → 0 as i→ +∞
}
,
where t{i} = t
i
pq˜(i) q˜(i)!
and q˜(i) satisfies i = q˜(i)(p − 1) + r(i) with 0 ≤ r(i) < p − 1.
Define R̂ := W (R) ∩ RK0 . One can show that RK0 and R̂ are stable under the
GK-action and the GK-action factors through Gˆ (see [Liu10, §2.2]). Let I+R be
the maximal ideal of R and I+R̂ = W (I+R) ∩ R̂. By[Liu10, Lem. 2.2.1], one has
R̂/I+R̂ ≃ S/uS =W (k).
1.5.2. Fontaine modules and Hodge-Tate weights. When V is a semi-stable represen-
tation of GK , we let Dst(V ) := (Bst ⊗Qp V
∨)GK where V ∨ is the dual representation
of V . The Hodge-Tate weights of V are defined to be i ∈ Z such that griDst(V ) 6= 0.
For example, for the cyclotomic character εp, its Hodge-Tate weight is {1}.
Note here that we are using a contravariant Fontaine functor, which is the more
usual convention in integral p-adic Hodge theory (e.g., as in [Liu07]). Later in our
current paper, we will construct several covariant functors for our convenience in this
paper.
1.5.3. Some other notations. Throughout this paper, we reserve ϕ to denote Frobe-
nius operator. We sometimes add subscripts to indicate on which object Frobenius
is defined. For example, ϕM is the Frobenius defined on M. We always drop these
subscripts if no confusion will arise. Let A be a ring endowed with Frobenius ϕA
and M a module over A. We always denote ϕ∗M := A ⊗ϕA,A M . Note that if M
has a ϕA-semi-linear endomorphism ϕM : M → M then 1 ⊗ ϕM : ϕ
∗M → M is an
A-linear map. We also reserve v to denote valuations which are normalized so that
v(p) = 1. Finally Md(A) always denotes the ring of d× d-matrices with entries in A
and Id denotes the d× d-identity matrix.
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2. (ϕ, τ)-modules and (ϕ, Gˆ)-modules
In this section, we first collect some basic facts on (integral and torsion) e´tale
ϕ-modules, e´tale (ϕ, τ)-modules, Kisin modules, (ϕ, Gˆ)-modules and their attached
representations. In particular, we also provide a covariant theory which will be more
convenient for our paper. Then, we define what it means for an e´tale (ϕ, τ)-module
to be overconvergent, and state our main theorem.
2.1. E´tale ϕ-modules and (ϕ, τ)-modules. Recall that OE is the p-adic comple-
tion of S[1/u]. Our fixed embedding S →֒ W (R) determined by π uniquely extends
to a ϕ-equivariant embedding ι : OE →֒ W (FrR) (here FrR denotes the fraction field
of R), and we identify OE with its image in W (FrR). We note that OE is a complete
discrete valuation ring with uniformizer p and residue field k((π)) as a subfield of
FrR. Let E denote the fractional field of OE , E
ur the maximal unramified extension
of E inside W (FrR)[1
p
] and OEur the ring of integers. Set OÊur the p-adic completion
of OEur and S
ur :=W (R) ∩ OÊur.
2.1.1. Definition. Let ′ModϕOE denote the category of finite type OE -modules M
equipped with a ϕOE -semi-linear endomorphism ϕM : M → M such that 1 ⊗ ϕ :
ϕ∗M → M is an isomorphism. Morphisms in this category are just OE -linear maps
compatible with ϕ’s. We call objects in ′ModϕOE e´tale ϕ-modules.
2.1.2. Let ′RepZp(G∞) (resp.
′RepZp(GK) ) denote the category of finite type Zp-
modules T with a continuous Zp-linear G∞ (resp. GK)-action. For M in
′ModϕOE ,
define
V (M) := (OÊur ⊗OE M)
ϕ=1.
For T in ′RepZp(G∞), define
M(T ) := (OÊur ⊗Zp T )
G∞ .
2.1.3. Theorem ([Fon90, Prop. A 1.2.6]). The functors V and M induces an exact
tensor equivalence between the categories ′ModϕOE and
′RepZp(G∞).
For later use, we also record the following lemma.
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2.1.4. Lemma. Let M be an e´tale ϕ-module, then
V (M) = (M ⊗OE W (FrR))
ϕ=1.
Proof. Set V ′(M) := (M ⊗OE W (FrR))
ϕ=1. It is obvious that V (M) ⊂ V ′(M) as
OÊur ⊂W (FrR). To show that V (M) = V
′(M) we easily reduce to the case that M
is killed by pn. By standard de´vissage procedure, we can produce an exact sequence
0→M ′ →M → M ′′ → 0
with M ′ killed by pn−1 and M ′′ killed by p. By diagram chasing, to show that
V (M) ⊃ V ′(M), it suffices to prove the case when n = 1. Recall that OÊur/p =
k((u))sep the separable closure of k((u)). It is well-known that (indeed, by 2.1.3)
V (M)⊗Fp k((u))
sep ≃M ⊗k((u)) k((u))
sep
compatible with ϕ-actions. So V (M) ⊗Fp FrR ≃ M ⊗k((u)) FrR compatible with
ϕ-actions. Taking ϕ-invariants on both sides, since (FrR)ϕ=1 = Fp, we see that
V (M) = V ′(M). 
Now let us recall the theory of (ϕ, τ)-modules as in [Car13]. Let H∞ = Gal(K/Kˆ)
and Fτ := (FrR)
H∞ . As a subring ofW (FrR), W (Fτ ) is stable on GK-action and the
action factors through Gˆ.
2.1.5. Definition. An e´tale (ϕ, τ)-module is a triple (M,ϕM , Gˆ) where
• (M,ϕM) is an e´tale ϕ-module;
• Gˆ is a continuous W (Fτ )-semi-linear Gˆ-action on Mˆ := W (Fτ ) ⊗OE M , and
Gˆ commutes with ϕMˆ on Mˆ , i.e., for any g ∈ Gˆ, gϕMˆ = ϕMˆg;
• regarding M as an OE -submodule in Mˆ , then M ⊂ Mˆ
HK .
2.1.6. Remark. Note that our definition of e´tale (ϕ, τ)-modules is slightly different
from [Car13, Definition 1.7] used by Caruso (also note that Caruso simply calls them
(ϕ, τ)-modules without the term “e´tale”). When Gˆ ≃ Gp∞ ⋊ HK (e.g. when p 6= 2
assumed in [Car13]), since Gp∞ ≃ Zp(1), we can always pick a topological generator
τ ∈ Gp∞ . Then the last two axioms in the above definition can be reinterpreted as
axioms for τ as in [Car13, Definition 1.7]. In such situations, it is easy to show that
our definition is equivalent to loc. cit..
Given an e´tale (ϕ, τ)-modules Mˆ = (M,ϕM , Gˆ), we define
T ∗(Mˆ) := (W (FrR)⊗OE M)
ϕ=1 =
(
W (FrR)⊗W (Fτ ) Mˆ
)ϕ=1
.
Note that W (FrR) ⊗OE M has a GK-action, which is induced from that on Mˆ =
W (Fτ ) ⊗OE M . Since GK-action commutes with ϕ, T
∗(Mˆ) is a representation of
GK .
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2.1.7. Proposition. Notations as the above. Then
(1) T ∗(Mˆ)|G∞ ≃ V (M).
(2) The functor T ∗ induces an equivalence between the category of (ϕ, τ)-modules
and the category ′RepZp(GK).
Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 2.1.4 and the definition of e´tale (ϕ, τ)-modules.
(2) For an e´tale ϕ-module M , we have a natural isomorphism
OÊur ⊗OE M ≃ OÊur ⊗Zp V (M)
which is compatible with G∞-action and ϕ-action on both sides. Tensoring W (FrR)
on both sides and using (1), we have
W (FrR)⊗OE M ≃W (FrR)⊗Zp V (M) ≃W (FrR)⊗Zp T
∗(Mˆ)
By the construction of T ∗(Mˆ), it is clear the above isomorphism is compatible with
GK-actions on both sides, where the GK-action on the left is induced from that on
Mˆ . In particular, we can recover M and Mˆ via the formula:
M =
(
OÊur ⊗Zp V (M)
)G∞
and Mˆ =
(
W (FrR)⊗Zp T
∗(Mˆ)
)H∞
Then we can easily show that the functor T ∗ is fully faithful and essentially surjective.

2.2. Kisin modules and (ϕ, Gˆ)-modules.
2.2.1. Definition. For a nonnegative integer r, we write ′Modϕ,rS for the category of
finite-type S-modules M equipped with a ϕS-semilinear endomorphism ϕM : M →
M satisfying
• the cokernel of the linearization 1⊗ ϕ : ϕ∗M→M is killed by E(u)r;
• the natural map M→ OE ⊗S M is injective.
Morphisms in ′Modϕ,rS are ϕ-compatible S-module homomorphisms.
We call objects in ′Modϕ,rS Kisin module of E(u)-height r. The category of fi-
nite free Kisin modules of E(u)-height r, denoted Modϕ,rS , is the full subcategory of
′Modϕ,rS consisting of those objects which are finite free over S. We call an object
M ∈ ′Modϕ,rS a torsion Kisin module of E(u)-height r if M is killed by p
n for some n.
Since E(u) is always fixed in this paper, we often drop E(u) from the above notions.
For any finite free Kisin module M ∈ Modϕ,rS , we define
TS(M) := HomS,ϕ(M,W (R)).
See [Liu07, §2.2] for more details on TS. In particular, TS(M) is a finite free Zp-
representation of G∞ and rankZp TS(M) = rankS(M).
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Now let us review the theory of (ϕ, Gˆ)-modules.
2.2.2. Definition. Following [Liu10], a finite free (resp. torsion) (ϕ, Gˆ)-module of
height r is a triple (M, ϕ, Gˆ) where
(1) (M, ϕM) ∈
′Modϕ,rS is a finite free (resp. torsion) Kisin module of height r;
(2) Gˆ is a continuous R̂-semi-linear Gˆ-action on Mˆ := R̂ ⊗ϕ,S M;
(3) Gˆ commutes with ϕ
Mˆ
on Mˆ, i.e., for any g ∈ Gˆ, gϕ
Mˆ
= ϕ
Mˆ
g;
(4) regard M as a ϕ(S)-submodule in Mˆ, then M ⊂ MˆHK ;
(5) Gˆ acts on W (k)-module M := Mˆ/I+R̂Mˆ ≃M/uM trivially.
Morphisms between (ϕ, Gˆ)-modules are morphisms of Kisin modules that commute
with Gˆ-action on Mˆ’s.
2.2.3. Remark. When M is a torsion or finite free Kisin module, then the natural
map M → Mˆ induced by M 7→ 1 ⊗ϕ,S M is injective (see [CL11, Lem.3.1.2] and
discussion above the lemma). So it makes sense to regard M as a ϕ(S)-submodule of
Mˆ (item (4) in above definition). Also, the topology on Mˆ is induced by the (weak)
topology of W (R) which is compatible with the p-adic topology of Acris.
2.2.4. For a finite free (ϕ, Gˆ)-module Mˆ = (M, ϕ, Gˆ), we can associate a Zp[GK ]-
module:
(2.2.1) Tˆ (Mˆ) := HomR̂,ϕ(R̂ ⊗ϕ,S M,W (R)),
where GK acts on Tˆ (Mˆ) via g(f)(x) = g(f(g
−1(x))) for any g ∈ GK and f ∈ Tˆ (Mˆ).
If T is a finite free Zp-representation of G∞ or GK we denote T
∨ := HomZp(T,Zp)
the dual representation of T . We fix t ∈ W (R) so that ϕ(t) = c−10 E(u)t and t 6= 0
mod p, where c0 =
E(0)
p
. Such t exists and is unique up to multiplying Z×p (see [Liu07,
Example 2.3.5]). With these notations, we have the following:
2.2.5. Theorem ([Liu10]). (1) Tˆ induces an anti-equivalence between the cate-
gory of finite free (ϕ, Gˆ)-modules of height r and the category of GK-stable
Zp-lattices in semi-stable representations of GK with Hodge-Tate weights in
{0, . . . , r}.
(2) Tˆ induces a natural W (R)-linear injection
(2.2.2) ιˆ : W (R)⊗ϕ,S M −→ Tˆ
∨(Mˆ)⊗Zp W (R),
which is compatible with Frobenius and GK-actions on both sides (here, we
use Tˆ∨(Mˆ) to mean the dual of Tˆ (Mˆ)). Moreover,
(ϕ(t))r(Tˆ∨(Mˆ)⊗Zp W (R)) ⊂ ιˆ(W (R)⊗ϕ,S M).
(3) There exists a natural isomorphism TS(M)
∼
→ Tˆ (Mˆ) of Zp[G∞]-modules.
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2.3. Covariant theory. Note that TS and Tˆ are contravariant functors which is
not convenient for us in many ways. In this section, we construct covariant variants
for TS and Tˆ .
Let M ∈ ′Modϕ,rS be a Kisin module of height r, we define
(2.3.1) T ∗S(M) := (M⊗S W (FrR))
ϕ=1 .
Since S ⊂W (R)G∞ , we see that G∞ acts on T
∗
S(M).
2.3.1. Lemma. There is a natural isomorphism of Zp[G∞]-modules
T ∗S(M) ≃ V (OE ⊗S M)
Proof. Note that M := OE ⊗S M is an e´tale ϕ-module, and the lemma follows from
Lemma 2.1.4. 
Now let us turn to the situation of (ϕ, Gˆ)-modules. Given Mˆ = (M, ϕM, Gˆ) a
(ϕ, Gˆ)-module, either finite free or torsion, we define
Tˆ ∗(Mˆ) := (W (FrR)⊗ϕ,S M)
ϕ=1.
Note that W (FrR)⊗ϕ,S M has a GK-action induced from that on Mˆ := R̂ ⊗ϕ,S M.
So Tˆ ∗(Mˆ) is indeed a Zp[GK ]-module.
Now we obtain a covariant version of Theorem 2.2.5:
2.3.2. Theorem. (1) Tˆ ∗ induces an equivalence between the category of finite free
(ϕ, Gˆ)-modules of height r and the category of GK-stable Zp-lattices in semi-
stable representations of GK with Hodge-Tate weights in {−r, . . . , 0}.
(2) If M is either finite free or torsion then there exists a natural isomorphism
T ∗S(M)
∼
→ Tˆ ∗(Mˆ) of Zp[G∞]-modules.
Proof. (1) It suffices to prove that Tˆ ∗(Mˆ) is isomorphic to Tˆ∨(Mˆ), the dual of Tˆ (Mˆ).
Tensor W (FrR) on both sides of (2.2.2). Since ϕ(t) is a unit in W (FrR), we get an
isomorphism
W (FrR)⊗ϕ,S M ≃ Tˆ
∨(Mˆ)⊗Zp W (FrR)
which is compatible with GK-actions and ϕ-actions on the both sides. By taking
ϕ-invariants on both sides, we get Tˆ ∗(M) ≃ Tˆ∨(Mˆ).
(2) Since ϕ : W (FrR) → W (FrR) is a ring isomorphism, W (FrR) ⊗S M →
W (FrR)⊗ϕ,SM induced by ϕ⊗1 is an isomorphism which is compatible with Frobe-
nius and G∞-actions. In particular, we have T
∗
S(M) = (W (FrR)⊗ϕ,S M)
ϕ=1. Com-
bining the fact that M is a ϕ(S)-submodule of MˆHK , we see that Tˆ ∗(Mˆ) ≃ T ∗S(M)
as Zp[G∞]-modules. 
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2.3.3. Convention. From now on throughout this paper, when we use semi-stable
(indeed, most of the time, crystalline) representations, without further mentioning,
we always mean representations with non-positive Hodge-Tate weights (so that we
can attach (ϕ, Gˆ)-modules or Kisin modules via Theorem 2.3.2).
2.3.4. For any integer s ≥ 0, let M(ε−sp ) denote the Kisin module corresponding to
ε−sp via our Theorem 2.3.2. By [Liu07, Example 2.3.5] (and our Theorem 2.3.2), this is
a rank-1 S-module with a base e so that ϕ(e) = (c−10 E(u))
se where c0 = E(0)/p. For
any Kisin module M, we denote M(s) := M⊗M(ε−sp ). So ϕM(−s) = (c
−1
0 E(u))
sϕM.
2.4. Kisin models and (ϕ, Gˆ)-models.
2.4.1. Definition ([Kis06]). (1) Given an e´tale ϕ-module M in ′ModϕOE . If M ∈
′Modϕ,rS is a Kisin module so that M = OE ⊗S M then M is called a Kisin
model of M , or simply a model of M .
(2) Given Mˆ := (M,ϕM , GˆM) a torsion (resp. finite free) (ϕ, τ)-module. A
torsion (resp. finite free) (ϕ, Gˆ)-module Mˆ := (M, ϕM, Gˆ) is called a model
of Mˆ if M is a model of M and the isomorphism
W (Fτ )⊗R̂ Mˆ ≃W (Fτ )⊗ϕ,W (Fτ ) Mˆ
induced by OE ⊗S M ≃M is compatible with Gˆ-actions on both sides.
2.4.2. Lemma. (1) If M is a model of M , then T ∗S(M) ≃ V (M) as Zp[G∞]-
modules.
(2) If Mˆ is a model of Mˆ then Tˆ ∗(Mˆ) ≃ T ∗(Mˆ) as Zp[GK ]-modules.
Proof. (1) is Lemma 2.3.1.
For (2), by the definition of (ϕ, Gˆ)-model, we get an isomorphism
W (FrR)⊗ϕ,S M ≃W (FrR)⊗ϕ,OE M
which is compatible with ϕ-actions and GK-actions on both sides. By the proof of
Theorem 2.3.2, we see that the isomorphism W (FrR) ⊗OE M → W (FrR) ⊗ϕ,OE M
induced by ϕ ⊗ 1 is also compatible with Frobenius and G∞-actions. By taking
Frobenius invariants on these two isomorphisms, we see that Tˆ ∗(Mˆ) ≃ T ∗(Mˆ). 
Clearly, the most natural models of e´tale (ϕ, τ)-modules come from lattices in
semi-stable representations.
2.4.3. Lemma. Suppose T is a GK-stable Zp-lattice in a semi-stable representation
of GK with Hodge-Tate weights in {−r, . . . , 0}. Let Mˆ := (M,ϕM , GˆM) be the (ϕ, τ)-
module associated to T via Proposition 2.1.7. Let Mˆ := (M, ϕM, Gˆ) be the (ϕ, Gˆ)-
module associated to T via Theorem 2.3.2. Then Mˆ is a model of Mˆ .
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Proof. Easy. 
Now suppose that Tn is a p-power torsion representation of GK , and Mn the
e´tale ϕ-module associated to Tn|G∞ . A natural source of Kisin models of Mn comes
from the following. Suppose that we have a surjective map of GK-representations
f : L ։ Tn where L is a semi-stable finite free Zp-representation, then it induces
the surjective map (which we still denote by f) f : L ։ Mn, where L is the e´tale
ϕ-module associated to L|G∞ . If L is the Kisin module associated to L, then by
Lemma 2.4.3 above, L is a Kisin model of L. And so f(L) is clearly a Kisin model
of Mn.
2.4.4. Example. Let T1 = Fp be the trivial GK-representation and M1 denote the
corresponding trivial e´tale ϕ-module. Then M1 = kJuK is a model of M1 which is
realized by the surjection Zp ։ Fp. We also have another surjection Zp(1−p)։ Fp,
which realizes another model M1(p− 1) ⊂M1. It is easy to check that M1(p− 1) =
ueM1.
2.5. Overconvergence and the main result. For any x ∈ W (FrR), we can write
x =
∞∑
i=0
pi[xi] with xi ∈ FrR. Denote vR(·) the valuation on FrR normalized by
vR(π) = 1. For any r ∈ R
>0, set
W (FrR)†,r :=
{
x =
∞∑
i=0
pi[xi] ∈ W (FrR)| i+ rvR(xi)→ +∞
}
.
It turns out that W (FrR)†,r is a ring, stable under GK-action but not Frobenius,
namely ϕ(W (FrR)†,r) = W (FrR)†,r/p. See [CC98, §II.1] for more details. For any
subring A ⊂W (FrR), denote
A†,r := A ∩W (FrR)†,r.
Recall that for a finite free Zp-representation T of GK , we can associate the (ϕ, τ)-
module via:
M(T ) =
(
OÊur ⊗Zp T
)G∞
and Mˆ(T ) =
(
W (FrR)⊗Zp T
)H∞
.
Now for any r > 0, we define
M †,r(T ) :=
(
O†,r
Êur
⊗Zp T
)G∞
and Mˆ †,r(T ) :=
(
W (FrR)†,r ⊗Zp T
)H∞
.
2.5.1. Definition. For a finite free Zp-representation T of GK , its associated (ϕ, τ)-
module is called overconvergent if there exists r > 0 such that
M(T ) = OE ⊗O†,r
E
M †,r(T ) and Mˆ(T ) =W (Fτ )⊗W (Fτ )†,r Mˆ
†,r(T ).
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The main theorem of our paper is the following:
2.5.2. Theorem. For any finite free Zp-representation T of GK, its associated e´tale
(ϕ, τ)-module is overconvergent.
The main input to prove the above theorem is the following, which says that there
exists an “overconvergent basis”, with respect to which all entries of matrices for ϕ
and Gˆ are overconvergent elements. In fact, we can make these matrix entries to fall
in more precise rings.
2.5.3. Theorem. Let ρ : GK → GLd(Zp) be a continuous representation and Mˆ =
(M,ϕM , Gˆ) the associated e´tale (ϕ, τ)-module. Then there exists an OE -basis of M ,
and a constant α = α(p, f, e, d) depending only on p, f, e and d, such that with respect
to this basis,
• the matrix of ϕM is in Md(S[[
p
uα
]]),
• the matrix of τ is in Md(W (R)[[
p
uα
]]) for any τ ∈ Gˆ.
3. Loose crystalline lifts of torsion representations
In this section, we show that all p-power-torsion representations admit loose crys-
talline lifts. The proof is via a inductive method. We first show that for a mod p
representation of GK , if we restrict it to a certain subgroup GK ′ where K
′/K is finite
unramified, then it admits strict crystalline lift.
3.1. Definition of strict and loose lifts. Let E be a finite extension of Qp, OE
its ring of integers, ̟E a uniformizer, mE the maximal ideal and kE = OE/mE the
residue field.
3.1.1. Definition. (1) For ρ¯ : GK → GLd(kE) a torsion representation, we say
that a continuous representation r : GK → GLd(OE) is a strict OE-lift of ρ¯
if r(modmE) ≃ ρ¯.
(2) Suppose that ρ¯ is a finite OE-module with a continuous (discrete) GK-action
and killed by some pn. Then we say that ρ¯ admits a loose OE-lift r if r is
a finite free OE-representation of GK and there exists a surjective morphism
f : r ։ ρ¯ as OE [GK ]-modules.
3.1.2. Definition. For a p-torsion representation of the form ρ¯ : GK → GLd(kE), we
say that “E is big enough” (for ρ¯) if each direct summand of ρ¯ss has strict crystalline
OE-lift with non-positive Hodge-Tate weights.
3.1.3. Lemma. (1) Suppose ρ¯ : GK → GLd(Fp) is absolutely irreducible ( i.e.,
ρ¯ ⊗Fp Fp is irreducible), then ρ¯ ⊗Fp kd admits crystalline strict W (kd)-lifts
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with Hodge-Tate weights in [−(pfd− 2), 0]. Here, kd is the degree d extension
of k, and W (kd) is the ring of Witt vectors.
(2) Let ρ¯ : GK → GLd(kE) be a p-torsion representation. If E contains Kd :=
W (kd)[1/p], then E is big enough for ρ¯.
Proof. Both statements follow from [Mul13, Prop. 2.1.2] (note that there is a minor
error in the statement of loc. cit., namely, his ρ¯ should have image in GLd(kd),
not GLd(k)). Indeed, for (2), without loss of generality, we can assume that ρ¯ :
GK → GLd(kE) is absolutely irreducible. Then in the notation of loc. cit., the
tame character ωr̟ always lands in kd (before embedding to Fp), and so admits strict
crystalline W (kd)-lifts (and thus OE-lifts); the unramified character µ¯ : GKd → k
×
E
certainly can be lifted. 
3.1.4. Remark. So in our Definition 3.1.2, any E that contains Kd := W (kd)[1/p] is
big enough. However, in our writing, we will stick with E and kE (rather than Kd
and kd) with an eye for future application. In particular, in future applications, we
might need to have E to contain the Galois closure of Kd.
3.1.5. Remark. (1) For ρ¯ : GK → GLd(kE) where E is big enough, we tend to
believe that strict crystalline OE-lift always exists. See the introduction of
[GHLS17]. In particular, we know this is true for d ≤ 3 by [Mul13, Prop.
2.5.7].
(2) For ρ¯ : GK → GLd(Fp), we can certainly consider strict Zp-lifts, but in
general, even if ρ¯ is irreducible (or even absolutely irreducible), we do not
know if such strict (crystalline) Zp-lifts exist at all.
(3) Suppose that ρ¯ is a torsion Zp-representation, so we can talk about loose
Zp-lifts. Clearly,
• If a torsion Zp-representation ρ¯ admits loose (crystalline) Zp-lifts, then
ρ¯⊗Zp kE also admits loose (crystalline) OE-lifts.
• If a torsion OE-representation ρ¯ admits loose (crystalline) OE-lifts, then
if we regard ρ¯ as a torsion Zp-representation, it automatically admits
loose (crystalline) Zp-lifts.
So in general, when we say a torsion representation ρ¯ admits loose (crystalline)
lifts, it does not matter if we are regarding ρ¯ as a Zp-module or anOE-module.
The main theorem in this section is that, for ρ¯ a torsion Galois representation,
crystalline loose lifts always exist. The proof uses an induction on n where pn kills
ρ¯. The n = 1 case will be (easily) deduced from the following Theorem 3.2.1.
3.2. Potentially strict lift for p-torsion representation.
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3.2.1. Theorem. Suppose ρ¯ : GK → GLd(kE) is a Galois representation where E is
big enough. Then there exists a finite unramified extension K ′ of K, so that ρ¯|GK′
admits a strict crystalline OE-lift.
Proof. Step 1. We will first show that there exists a lift, and make it to be crystalline
in the final step. By Definition 3.1.2, we can suppose that ρ¯ is a successive extension
of a sequence of irreducible representations V i. And for each i, we let Vi denote a
fixed strict crystalline OE-lift (with non-positive Hodge-Tate weights) of V i. It will
suffice to prove the following:
• (Statement A): There exists a finite unramified extension K ′/K such that ρ¯|GK′
can be strictly lift to a representation L′, which is a successive extension of χiVi,
where χi are characters satisfying χi ≡ 1 mod ̟. Here ̟ = ̟E.
Step 2. By an obvious induction argument, (Statement A) is reduced to the
following:
• (Statement B): Suppose that ρ¯ sits in a short exact sequence of GK-representations:
0 → U¯ → ρ¯ → V¯ → 0, where U, V are OE-finite free GK-representations. Then
there exists a finite unramified extension K ′/K, and a GK ′-representation L
′ over
OE sitting in the short exact sequence 0→ U |GK′ → L
′ → χV |GK′ → 0 such that
L¯ = ρ¯|GK′ .
Note that in order to use (Statement B) to prove (Statement A), we could have
required either U¯ or V¯ to be irreducible; but actually we do not need this assumption.
As an extension, ρ¯ corresponds to an element c¯ in H1(GK ,HomkE(V , U)), and ρ
(if it exists) corresponds to a element in H1(GK ′,HomOE(χV, U)). First note the
exact sequence
0→ HomOE(χV, U)
̟
→ HomOE(χV, U)→ HomkE(V , U)→ 0.
induces the exact sequence
H1(GK ,HomOE(χV, U))→ H
1(GK ,HomkE(V , U))
δ
→ H2(GK ,HomOE(χV, U))[̟]→ 0
In general, the strategy is to select χ to make δ(c¯) = 0. But we do not know if such χ
always exists. After restricting everything to GK ′, we get the following commutative
diagram:
H1(GK ,HomOE(χV, U))
res

// H1(GK ,HomkE(V , U))
res

δ // H2(GK ,HomOE(χV, U))[̟]
res

// 0
H1(GK ′,HomOE(χV, U))
// H1(GK ′,HomkE(V , U))
δ // H2(GK ′,HomOE(χV, U))[̟]
// 0
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So it suffices to choose a finite unramified extension K ′/K, and a character χ so
that (res ◦ δ)(c¯) = 0. In fact, we will show that res : H2(GK ,HomOE(χV, U))[̟] →
H2(GK ′,HomOE(χV, U))[̟] can be made into the zero map.
Now let M := HomOE(χV, U) and M
∨ := HomOE(U, χV )(1). By Tate duality in
Lemma 3.2.3, we are reduced to show (namely, the following implies Statement B):
• (Statement C): We can choose a finite unramified extension K ′/K, and a character
χ : GK → O
×
E such that the corestriction map cor : (M
∨ ⊗ E/OE)
GK′/̟ →
(M∨ ⊗ E/OE)
GK/̟ is the zero map.
Step 3 To prove (Statement C), we first let χ = ε−ap where a >> 0 and p− 1 | a.
We can choose a large enough so that (M∨)IK = {0} (just by making all Hodge-
Tate weights of M∨ negative). This implies that (M∨ ⊗ E/OE)
IK is a finite set,
and so we can choose K ′′/K finite and unramified such that (M∨ ⊗ E/OE)
GK′′ =
(M∨ ⊗ E/OE)
IK .
Let K ′/K ′′ be the unramified extension with [K ′ : K ′′] = p, and we verify State-
ment C in this situation. Note that the corestriction map
cor : (M∨ ⊗ E/OE)
GK′/̟ → (M∨ ⊗ E/OE)
GK/̟
is defined by the trace map. Let x ∈ (M∨⊗E/OE)
GK′ , then cor(x) =
∑
g∈Gal(K ′/K) g(x).
Since we have
(M∨ ⊗ E/OE)
GK′ = (M∨ ⊗ E/OE)
GK′′ = (M∨ ⊗ E/OE)
IK ,
so g(x) = x for any g ∈ Gal(K ′/K ′′). Hence, cor(x) = p
∑
g∈Gal(K ′′/K) g(x). Since x
is also in (M∨ ⊗ E/OE)
GK′′ , we see that
∑
g∈Gal(K ′′/K) g(x) is in (M
∨ ⊗ E/OE)
GK ,
and so cor(x) = 0. This completes the proof of Statement C.
Step 4 To make L′ to be crystalline, it suffices to choose χ = ε−ap where a >> 0
and p−1 | a. When a is sufficiently large, e.g., when −a+1 is smaller than all Hodge-
Tate weights of U , then L′ is crystalline by [Nek93, Prop 1.24, Prop 1.26]. 
3.2.2. Corollary. With notations as in Theorem 3.2.1, then the strict crystalline
lift of ρ¯|GK′ can be constructed such that its Hodge-Tate weights are in the range
[−(pfd − 2), 0].
Proof. We prove by induction on the number of Jordan-Ho¨lder factors of ρ¯. When
ρ¯ is irreducible, this is Lemma 3.1.3. When ρ¯ sits in a short exact sequence as in
(Statement B) above, then via induction hypothesis, the Hodge-Tate weights of U
(resp. V ) are in the range [−(pfd1−2), 0] (resp. [−(pfd2−2), 0]), where d1, d2 are the
kE-dimensions of U¯ , V¯ , and d1+d2 = d. By the argument in Step 4 of the proof above,
we can choose a to be pfd1+p−2 (which is divisible by p−1), then it is easy to see that
the minimal Hodge-Tate weight of L′ is ≥ −(pfd2−2)−(pfd1+p−2) ≥ −(pfd−2). 
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3.2.3. Lemma. Let A be a finite OE-module killed by p-power with a continuous OE-
linear GK-action and L/K a finite extension. Write A
∨ := HomOE(A,E/OE)(1) the
Tate dual of A. Then the corestriction map
cor : H0(GL, A
∨)→ H0(GK , A
∨)
is the Tate dual of the map
res : H2(GK , A)→ H
2(GL, A).
Proof. This is well-known for experts but we include the proof here for complete-
ness. Suppose that A is killed by pm. The Tate duality is induced by cup product
∪ : H2(GK , A) × H
0(GK , A
∨) → H2(GK , µpm(Qp)) ≃ Z/p
mZ. Indeed we have the
following commutative diagram:
H2(GK , A)
res

× H0(GK , A
∨)
∪ // H2(GK , µpm(Qp))
H2(GL, A) × H
0(GL, A
∨)
cor
OO
∪ // H2(GL, µpm(Qp))
cor
OO
That is, for any x ∈ H2(GK , A) and any y ∈ H
0(GL, A
∨), we have
(3.2.1) cor(res(x) ∪ y) = x ∪ cor(y).
This is proved in, for example, [AW67, Prop 9 (iv)]. Now suppose there is a commu-
tative diagram:
H2(GK , µpm(Qp))
∼ // Z/pmZ
H2(GL, µpm(Qp))
cor
OO
∼ // Z/pmZ
(3.2.2)
Note that we can identify H0(GK , A
∨) with HomZ/pmZ(H
2(GK , A),Z/p
mZ) via du-
ality induced by cup product. More precisely, any y ∈ H0(GK , A
∨) is identified
with the map fy : H
2(GK , A) → Z/p
mZ; x 7→ x ∪ y. We also identify H0(GL, A
∨)
with HomZ/pmZ(H
2(GL, A),Z/p
mZ) in a similar way. Now we see that the map
res : H2(GK , A)→ H
2(GL, A) induces a dual map HomZ/pmZ(H
2(GL, A),Z/p
mZ)→
HomZ/pmZ(H
2(GK , A),Z/p
mZ) by f 7→ f ◦ res. Then for x ∈ H2(GK , A), we have
(fy ◦ res)(x) = res(x) ∪ y, which is just x ∪ cor(y) by (3.2.1) and diagram (3.2.2).
This means the dual map of res is fy 7→ fcor(y). This proves the lemma.
Now it suffices to prove that diagram (3.2.2) is commutative. First recall that
from the main theorem of local class field theory, we have the following commutative
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diagram
H2(GK ,Qp
×
)
invK

res // H2(GL,Qp
×
)
invL

Q/Z
[L:K]
// Q/Z
and (here we use Hilbert 90)
0 // H2(GK , µpm(Qp))
∼

// H2(GK ,Qp
×
)
invK

pm // H2(GK ,Qp
×
)
invK

// 0
0 // Z/pmZ
∼ // Q/Z
pm // Q/Z // 0
So in particular, the isomorphism H2(GK , µpm(Qp)) ≃ Z/p
mZ is induced by invK .
Since cor ◦ res = [L : K], we have the following diagram
H2(GL,Qp
×
)
invL

cor // H2(GK ,Qp
×
)
invK

Q/Z
1 // Q/Z
Combing this diagram and previous diagram, we have proved diagram (3.2.2). 
3.3. Loose crystalline lifts.
3.3.1. Theorem. Suppose ρ¯ : GK → GLd(Fp) is a Galois representation. Suppose E
is big enough for ρ¯ ⊗Fp kE. Then there exists loose crystalline lifts for ρ¯, which can
be made to be finite free over OE.
Proof. It suffices to show that ρ¯⊗Fp kE admits loose crystalline OE-lifts. By Theorem
3.2.1, there exists a K ′ so that ρ¯⊗Fp kE |GK′ admits a strict crystalline OE-lift ρ
′. Let
L = IndGKGK′ ρ
′, then L/̟EL = Ind
GK
GK′
◦ResGKGK′ (ρ¯ ⊗Fp kE), which maps surjectively
onto ρ¯⊗Fp kE (see Lemma 4.2.1). 
3.3.2. Theorem. For n ∈ Z+, suppose Tn is a p
n-torsion representation of GK (Tn
is not necessarily free over Z/pnZ). Then there exists loose crystalline lifts for Tn. If
we let T1 := Tn/pTn and suppose E is big enough for T1 ⊗Fp kE, then we can always
make the loose crystalline lift to be finite free over OE.
3.3.3. Convention. In the proof of Theorem 3.3.2 and §5.2, we will use a lot of rep-
resentation as well as their associated modules (e´tale ϕ-modules or Kisin modules).
We will adopt the following convention on notations of these representations and
their associated modules (only in Theorem 3.3.2 and §5.2).
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(1) We use a letter with n on subscript to mean a torsion object killed by certain
p-power. For example, we can write An as a torsion representation, and An
as its associated e´tale ϕ-module. An is not necessarily killed by p
n (although
sometimes it is); the subscript n could also mean the induction step. Note
that there does not necessarily exist a finite free object having An as its
“reduction”.
(2) We use a letter with a tilde to mean a finite free object. For example, we
can write B˜n as a finite free crystalline Zp-representation, B˜n as its associated
e´tale ϕ-module, and B˜n as its associated Kisin module. Note here that the
subscript n usually indicate the induction step.
(3) We use a letter with breve accent to mean an object having both free part and
torsion part (actually, we only use this convention once). For example, we
can write W˘n as a representation with both Zp-free part and p-power torsion
part, and W˘n as its associated e´tale ϕ-module.
Note that we only adopt this notation system with representations and modules,
although it is compatible with usual notations on rings. For example, throughout
the paper, we use notations like Sn,OEn to mean reduction modulo p
n of S,OE .
Proof of Theorem 3.3.2. We prove by induction on n. When n = 1, this is Theorem
3.3.1. Suppose the statement is true for n − 1. Denote Tn−1 := Tn/p
n−1Tn. By
induction hypothesis, we can suppose fn−1 : L˜n−1 ։ Tn−1 is a loose crystalline lift
such that L˜n−1 is finite free over OE .
Let W˘n be the cartesian product of L˜n−1 ։ Tn−1 and Tn ։ Tn−1. We have the
following diagram of short exact sequences (of Zp[GK ]-modules).
0 // pn−1Tn

// W˘n

// L˜n−1

// 0
0 // pn−1Tn // Tn // Tn−1 // 0
(3.3.1)
It is obvious that we have pL˜n−1 = pW˘n, which has a section to W˘n. And we have
the exact sequence
(3.3.2) 0→ pL˜n−1 → W˘n → Zn → 0.
Here Zn := W˘n/pW˘n, and it sits in the following exact sequence ofGK-representations
over Fp:
(3.3.3) 0→ pn−1Tn → Zn → L˜n−1/pL˜n−1 → 0.
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Let us point out that at this point, there is a relatively shorter way to create a
loose crystalline lift for Tn, see Remark 3.3.4. However, we need to create a special
kind of loose crystalline lift, whose construction will be critically used later (see the
proof of Proposition 5.2.1).
Since T1 ։ p
n−1Tn (when Tn is finite free over Z/p
nZ, this surjection is bijective),
so E is also big enough for pn−1Tn⊗FpkE. By Theorem 3.2.1, there exists K
′′/K finite
unramified such that there exists a strict crystalline OE-lift N˜
′′
n ։ p
n−1Tn⊗FpkE |GK′′ .
Also, L˜n−1 is a strict crystalline OE-lift of L˜n−1/̟EL˜n−1. By (Statement B) in the
proof of Theorem 3.2.1, there exists K ′/K ′′ finite unramified and s >> 0, such that
we have the following diagram of short exact sequences of GK ′-representations:
0 // N˜ ′n(:= N˜
′′
n |GK′ )

// Z˜ ′n

// L˜n−1(−s)

// 0
0 // pn−1Tn ⊗Fp kE

// Zn ⊗Fp kE

// L˜n−1/pL˜n−1 ⊗Fp kE

// 0
0 // pn−1Tn // Zn // L˜n−1/pL˜n−1 // 0,
(3.3.4)
where the first row are strict crystalline OE-lifts of the second row, and the maps
from the second row to the third row are compatible projections to chosen Fp-direct
summands. Note that here for s, by Corollary 3.2.2, we only need to have (p− 1)|s
and s ≥ pfd where d = dimFp T1 ≥ dimFp p
n−1Tn, i.e., we can simply let
(3.3.5) s := pfd + p− 2.
Define L˜′n := Z˜
′
n ×Zn W˘n, where Z˜
′
n → Zn comes from diagram (3.3.4). The
GK ′-representation L˜
′
n sits in the following diagram of short exact sequences:
0 // pL˜n−1|GK′

// L˜′n

// Z˜ ′n

// 0
0 // pL˜n−1|GK′
// W˘n|GK′
// Zn|GK′
// 0
(3.3.6)
Clearly L˜′n has to be OE-finite free, because it is extension by two OE-finite free
modules. Note that L˜′n[
1
p
] = Z˜ ′n[
1
p
]×Zn[ 1p ]
W˘n[
1
p
] ≃ Z˜ ′n[
1
p
]⊕L˜n−1[
1
p
], so L˜′n is crystalline.
Clearly, L˜′n maps surjectively onto W˘n|GK′ , and so onto Tn|GK′ .
Let L˜n := Ind
GK
GK′
L˜′n; it is a crystalline GK-representation, and it maps surjectively
to Tn. 
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3.3.4. Remark. As we point out earlier, after equation (3.3.3), we could give a shorter
proof of the above theorem. Indeed, we could directly use a loose GK-crystalline lift
Z˜
(2)
n of Zn, and take L˜
(2)
n as the pull back in the following.
0 // pL˜n−1

// L˜
(2)
n

// Z˜
(2)
n ⊗Zp OE

// 0
0 // pL˜n−1 // W˘n // Zn // 0
(3.3.7)
Similarly, L˜
(2)
n is OE-finite free and crystalline, and it is a loose crystalline lift of Tn.
3.3.5. Remark. (1) For any n ≥ 1, let −hn be the minimal Hodge-Tate weight of
L˜n . Then from the construction in diagrams (3.3.4) and (3.3.6), it is easy to
see that hn = hn−1+ s. So we have hn = h1+ (n− 1)s, ∀n ≥ 1, i.e., hn grows
linearly ! We will also see later (e.g., in the proof of Lemma 5.2.6), that the
“growth rate” s plays a role in overconvergence.
(2) By Corollary 3.2.2 and Equation (3.3.5), we have hn ≤ n(p
fd + p− 2)− p.
(3) Suppose we have a finite free Zp-representation T , and let Tn = T/p
nT . As
we see, the “crystalline weight” hn of Tn grows linearly. It is intriguing to
ask if hn can grow even more slowly. By the main result in [Gao17], the
linear growth is indeed the best we can hope for; in fact, if hn grows in a
certain log-growth as in loc. cit., then T will be forced to be crystalline (or
semi-stable, in the more general setting of loc. cit.).
4. Maximal Kisin models
In this section, we study liftable Kisin models in torsion e´tale ϕ-modules, and
show that they admit a (unique) maximal object. We study the finite free S1-pieces
of these maximal models. We also show that these maximal models are “invariant”
under finite unramified base change.
4.1. Maximal Kisin models and devissage. For n ∈ Z+, suppose Tn is a p
n-
torsion representation of GK (Tn is not necessarily free over Z/p
nZ). Let Mn be
the corresponding e´tale ϕ-module. Recall that in the torsion case, a Kisin module
M ⊂Mn is called a Kisin model if M[
1
u
] =Mn.
4.1.1. Definition. A Kisin model M is called loosely liftable (in short, liftable), if
there exists a GK-stable Zp-lattice L inside a crystalline representation and surjective
map f : L ։ Tn such that the corresponding map of e´tale ϕ-modules f : L ։ Mn
satisfies f(L) = M, where L (resp. L) is the e´tale ϕ-module (resp. Kisin module)
for L (see the discussion before Example 2.4.4). In this case, we say that M can be
realized by the surjection f : L։ Tn.
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4.1.2. Lemma. (1) For any Mn, a liftable model M ⊂Mn exists.
(2) The set of liftable models inside Mn has a unique maximal object (which we
will denote as M(n)).
Proof. Item (1) is direct corollary of Theorem 3.3.2 (see also the paragraph after
Lemma 2.4.3).
For Item (2), denote the set of all liftable models inside Mn as LF
∞
S (Mn). Indeed,
this notation imitates the notations in [CL09, Def. 3.2.1], where F∞S (Mn) denotes
the set of all Kisin models (not necessarily liftable). Let us emphasize here that in
[CL09, Def. 3.2.1], r is allowed to be∞ (cf. [CL09, §2.1]). Clearly, LF∞S (Mn) (which
is a subset of F∞S (Mn)) is partially ordered.
LetM and M′ be two liftable Kisin models of Mn realized by f : L→ Tn and f
′ :
L′ → Tn respectively. Then the lift g : L⊕L
′ → Tn defined by g(x, y) = f(x)+ f
′(y)
realizes M+M′. So the set LF∞S (Mn) admits finite supremum.
For a chosen M ∈ LF∞S (Mn), any ascending chain in LF
∞
S (Mn) of the form M ⊂
M′ ⊂ M′′ · · · ⊂ Mn must stablize after finite steps, since by [CL09, Cor. 3.2.6], it
stablizes after finite steps as a chain in F∞S (Mn). This implies that LF
∞
S (Mn) has a
unique maximal object. 
4.1.3. Some notations. In this subsubsection, we introduce some notations which
will be used later.
Let M ∈ ′Modϕ,rS be a torsion Kisin module such that M := M[
1
u
] is a finite free
Sn[
1
u
]-module (i.e., the torsion G∞-representation associated to M is finite free over
Z/pnZ). In general, M does not have to be Sn-free. By we can always use the
following technique to de´vissage M to finite S1-free pieces.
For i ≤ n, letMi := M/p
iM , and let qi : M →Mi be the natural projection. Then
qi(M) ⊂ Mi is a Kisin model of Mi. Obviously, qi(M) is the image of the natural
map M/piM → Mi. Following the discussion above [Liu07, Lem. 4.2.4], for each
0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we define
Mi,j := Ker(piM
pj−i
−→ pjM).
By the natural isomorphism pn−iM/pn−jM ≃ Mi−j, we have p
n−iM ≃ qi(M) and
plMi,j ≃Mi+l,j. Hence we have
pn−1M = Mn−1,n ⊂Mn−2,n−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂M0,1 ⊂M1.
Indeed, it is not hard to see that
Mi,i+1 = piM ∩Ker(p) = piM ∩ pn−1M.
Note that qi(M), Ker(qi|M) and M
i,i+1 are all objects in ′Modϕ,rS .
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4.1.4. Some more notations. In this subsubsection, we introduce some more nota-
tions which will be used later.
Let T be a Zp-finite free GK-representation, and set Tn := T/p
nT . Let M be the
finite free e´tale ϕ-module corresponding to T , and set Mn := M/p
nM .
Denote the natural projection qj,i : Mj ։ Mi for i < j induced by modulo p
i.
Recall that we use M(j) to denote the maximal liftable Kisin model of Mj . Set
M(j,i) = qj,i(M(j)). It is easy to see that M(j,i) is liftable. Indeed, if f : L → Tj
realize M(j), then f
′ : L→ Tj ։ Ti realize M(j,i). So M(j,i) ⊂M(i) by construction.
For i < j, we denote ιi,j : Mi → Mj the injective map where for x ∈ Mi, we
choose any lift xˆ ∈ Mj , and let ιi,j(x) = p
j−ixˆ. This is clearly well-defined, and we
will use it to identify Mi with ιi,j(Mi) = Mj[p
i] = pj−iMj (recall that the notation
Mj [p
i] denotes the pi-torsion elements). The maps ιi,j are clearly transitive; namely,
ιi,j ◦ ιj,k = ιi,k. Also, the composite Mi
ιi,j
−→ Mj
qj,i
−→ Mi is precisely the map
Mi
×pj−i
−→ Mi.
4.1.5. Lemma. Use notations in 4.1.4. In particular, for i < j, we identify Mi with
Mj [p
i]. Then M(j)[p
i] = M(i) as Kisin models of Mi.
Proof. Suppose f : L ։ Tj realizes M(j). Let g : L ։ Tj ։ p
iTj be the composite
map (where the second map is the ×pi map), and let K := Kerg. We have the
following commutative diagram
0 // K
f

// L

g // piTj
=

// 0
0 // Tj [p
i] // Tj // p
iTj // 0
(4.1.1)
where both rows are short exact sequences ofGK-representations. The above diagram
induces the following diagram of Kisin modules:
0 // K
f

// L

g // piM(j)
=

// 0
f(K) //M(j) // p
iM(j) // 0
(4.1.2)
Now, the top row of (4.1.2) is short exact by [CL11, Thm. 3.1.3(3), Lem. 3.1.4] (or
see the nice summary in [GLS14, Thm. 5.2]). This implies that f(K) = M(j)[p
i], and
so M(j)[p
i] is a liftable model. By maximality of M(i), we have M(j)[p
i] ⊂M(i).
For the other direction, it is clear that M(i) +M(j) is a liftable model in Mj . So
we have M(i) ⊂M(j), and so M(i) ⊂M(j)[p
i]. 
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4.1.6. Corollary. With notations in 4.1.4, we have Mi−1,i(j) = M(i,1) for j ≥ i.
Proof. By definition, we have Mi−1,i(j) = p
i−1(M(j)[p
i]). This is equal to pi−1M(i)
(=M(i,1)) by the above lemma. 
4.2. E´tale descent of Kisin modules and Kisin models. Since the constructions
in the previous section involve restriction and induction of representations over finite
unramified extensions, in this subsection, we discuss how these operations affect
the corresponding Kisin modules. Since we are only dealing with unramified field
extension, the situation here is not too difficult.
Let K ′ be a finite unramified extension of K with residue field k′, K ′0 = W (k
′)[1
p
]
and Γ := Gal(K ′/K) ≃ Gal(K ′0/K0) ≃ Gal(k
′/k). Set S′ = W (k′)⊗W (k) S. Then Γ
acts on S′ and (S′)Γ = S.
Set K ′∞ := K
′K∞, and since K
′ ∩ K∞ = K, we have G
′
∞ := Gal(K/K
′
∞) =
GK ′ ∩ G∞, and G∞/G
′
∞ ≃ Γ. For each element γ ∈ Γ, we fix a lift in G∞, which
we still denote as γ. In the remainder of this subsection, without further notice, we
will use γ to mean its lift in G∞. Since G∞ acts on u = [π] trivially, the Γ action
we mentioned in the previous paragraph is now the same as the induced action from
G∞ on S ⊂W (R).
Since we will use induction and restriction of representations a lot, we include the
following easy lemma.
4.2.1. Lemma. Let G be a topological group, H ⊂ G a closed normal subgroup of
finite index. We use Ind and Res to denote the functors IndGH and Res
G
H respectively.
Suppose T is a representation of H and ρT : H → GL(T ) denote the action H
on T . For any γ ∈ G/H, let T γ be the representation of H acting on T so that
ρT γ (h) = ρT (γ
−1hγ).
(1) The functor Ind is both left and right adjoint of Res.
(2) If V is a G-representation, then Ind ◦ResV naturally maps surjectively onto
V .
(3) If W is a H-representation, then Res ◦ IndW = ⊕γ∈G/HW
γ.
(4) If V is a G-representation, then Res ◦ Ind ◦ResV = ⊕γ∈G/HResV .
(5) Suppose we have G = GK , H = GK ′. If L is a crystalline GK ′-representation,
then so is Lγ.
Proof. (1) is because H ⊂ G is of finite index. (2) is easy corollary of (1). (3) is
via Mackey decomposition. (4) is easy corollary of (3). To prove (5), note that by
[Pat, Lem. 2.2.9], IndGKGK′ L is crystalline, and so Res
GK
GK′
(IndGKGK′ L) = ⊕γ∈ΓL
γ is a
crystalline GK ′-representation, hence L
γ is also crystalline. 
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4.2.2. Definition. Suppose M′ is a Kisin module over S′. We say that M′ admits a
descent data if Γ acts on M′ semi-linearly and the action commutes with ϕM′.
Obviously, if M is a Kisin module over S, then M′ = S′ ⊗S M naturally admits
a descent data, and so we can define a functor M M′.
4.2.3. Proposition. (1) The functor M  M′ := S′ ⊗S M induces an equiva-
lence between the category of torsion Kisin modules over S and the category
of torsion Kisin modules over S′ with descent data. The quasi-inverse of the
functor is given by M′  (M′)Γ. We will say M′ descends to M.
(2) M is finite Sn-free if and only if M
′ is S′n-finite free.
(3) T ∗S(M)|G′∞ ≃ T
∗
S′(M
′).
Proof. (1) is a standard consequence of e´tale descent (see [BLR90, §6.2 Example B])
asS′ is finite e´tale overS. For statement (2), we only need to prove the “if” direction.
We thank an anonymous referee for the following concise proof. SinceM′ = S′⊗SM,
we haveM′/(u, p)M′ ≃ k′⊗kM/(u, p)M. Lifting any k-basis ofM/(u, p)M (suppose
the k-dimension is d) to M gives a surjective map f : (Sn)
⊕d
։ M. Consider the
map 1 ⊗ f : W (k′) ⊗W (k) (Sn)
⊕d = (S′n)
⊕d
։ W (k′) ⊗W (k) M = M
′. 1 ⊗ f is an
isomorphism modulo (u, p) and hence an isomorphism itself. SinceW (k′) is faithfully
flat over W (k), f is an isomorphism. Statement (3) is clear by the definition of T ∗S
via (2.3.1). 
4.2.4. Corollary. Suppose that M′ is a finite free Kisin module over S′ with descent
data. Then M′ descends to a finite free Kisin module M over S.
4.2.5. Corollary. Suppose that T is a torsion representation of GK and M is the
corresponding e´tale ϕ-module. Then Γ-acts on M ′ := W (k′) ⊗W (k) M semilinearly.
Suppose M′ ⊂ M ′ is a Kisin model such that γ(M′) ⊂ M′, ∀γ ∈ Γ. Then M′
descends to a Kisin model M ⊂M .
4.2.6. Definition. Let M′ be a Kisin module over S′. For any γ ∈ Γ, set M′γ :=
S′ ⊗γ,S′ M
′.
4.2.7. Lemma. T ∗S′(M
′
γ) ≃ (T
∗
S′(M
′))γ as G′∞-representations.
Proof. From the definition of T ∗S′ , we can define a map from T
∗
S′(M
′
γ) to (T
∗
S′(M
′))γ
so that
∑
i xi ⊗ mi 7→
∑
γ−1(xi) ⊗ mi with xi ∈ W (FrR) and mi ∈ M
′. One can
easily check that the map is an isomorphism of G′∞-representations. 
4.2.8. Suppose Tn is a p
n-torsion representation of GK , Mn the corresponding e´tale
ϕ-module. Then it is easy to see that M ′n := W (k
′) ⊗W (k) Mn is the corresponding
e´tale ϕ-module for Tn|GK′ .
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4.2.9. Lemma. With notations in 4.2.8. Suppose f : L ։ Tn|GK′ is a surjection of
GK ′-representations where L is crystalline. Let L be the Kisin module corresponding
to L, and denote M′ := f(L). If M′ is Γ-stable as in Corollary 4.2.5, namely, M′
descends to a S-module M, then M is a liftable Kisin model of Mn.
Proof. Since f : L ։ Tn|GK′ , so we have Ind
GK
GK′
L ։ IndGKGK′ Res
GK
GK′
Tn ։ Tn, where
the last surjection is via Lemma 4.2.1(2). It suffices to show that the composite
h : IndGKGK′ L։ Tn realizes M. Suppose h realizes M
(2), then we have h|GK′ realizes
W (k′) ⊗W (k) M
(2). By Lemma 4.2.1(3), h|GK′ clearly factors through L ։ Tn|GK′ ,
which realizes M′, and so M′ = W (k′)⊗W (k)M
(2). Since W (k′) is faithfully flat over
W (k), we must have M = M(2). 
Our next lemma shows that the maximal object M(n) is compatible with unrami-
fied base change. Recall that we use M(n) and M
′
(n) to denote the maximal liftable
Kisin models of Mn and M
′
n respectively.
4.2.10. Lemma. With notations in 4.2.8, we have M′(n) ≃W (k
′)⊗W (k) M(n).
Proof. Since M(n) can be realized by a loose crystalline lift L։ Tn, after restricting
to GK ′, we see that W (k
′) ⊗W (k) M(n) is liftable. So W (k
′) ⊗W (k) M(n) ⊂ M
′
(n).
Conversely, we claim that M′(n) is stable under Γ-action. If so, then by Lemma 4.2.5,
M′(n) descent to an M such that M is a Kisin model of Mn. Furthermore, M is
liftable by Lemma 4.2.9, and so M ⊂M(n), concluding the proof.
Now it suffices to prove the claim. Suppose f : L → Tn|GK′ is surjection of GK ′-
representations which realizes M′(n), then it is not hard (c.f. Lemma 4.2.7) to see
that f γ : Lγ → T γn realizes γ(M
′
(n)). That is to say, γ(M
′
(n)) is liftable, and so
γ(M′(n)) ⊂ M
′
(n) by maximality of M
′
(n) (and hence indeed, γ(M
′
(n)) = M
′
(n)). In
other words, M′(n) is Γ-stable. 
5. Torsion theory
In this section, we use the results on loose crystalline lifts to study Kisin models
in the e´tale ϕ-modules corresponding to pn-torsion representation of GK . We use
many facts on torsion Kisin modules heavily. The reader may consult [Liu07, §2.3]
for general facts on torsion Kisin modules.
5.1. Generators of torsion Kisin modules. In this subsection, we will freely
use notations from 4.1.3. Recall that for M a pn-torsion Kisin module such that
M := M[ 1
u
] is a finite free Sn[
1
u
]-module, we have defined the modules Mi,j for i < j.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we can choose elements {e
(i)
j ∈ M}
d
j=1, such that {p
i−1e
(i)
j }
d
j=1
forms a kJuK-basis of Mi−1,i. The following easy lemma will be used later.
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5.1.1. Lemma. (1) For m = 1, . . . , n, the module M[pm] is generated (over S)
by {e
(i)
j , 1 ≤ i ≤ m}
d
j=1. Note that when m = n, M[p
m] = M.
Proof. We prove by induction on m. The case m = 1 is trivial since M[p] is precisely
M0,1. Suppose the statement is valid for m − 1, and consider M[pm]. For any
x ∈M[pm], we have pm−1x ∈Mm−1,m. Hence there exists yj ∈ S so that p
m−1(x −∑
j yje
(m)
j ) = 0, and so x −
∑
j yje
(m)
j ∈ M[p
m−1]. By induction hypothesis, x −∑
j yje
(m)
j can be written as a linear combination of e
(i)
j for i ≤ m− 1; this completes
the induction. 
The following lemma is the technical key of this subsection. Its assumption (“ex-
istence of h”) will be verified for certain Kisin modules in Proposition 5.2.1.
5.1.2. Lemma. Using notations from above. Suppose that there exists an h ∈ Z>0
such that uhMi−1,i ⊂Mi,i+1 for i = 1, . . . , n− 1. Then the following holds.
(1) For each i, we have
(e
(i)
1 , . . . e
(i)
d ) = (e
(n)
1 , . . . , e
(n)
d )(
p
uh
)n−iYi,n
with Yi,n ∈ Md(S[
p
u2h
]).
(2) For each i = 1, . . . , n− 1, we have
p(e
(i+1)
1 , . . . , e
(i+1)
d ) = (e
(i)
1 , . . . , e
(i)
d )Λi
(
Id +
p
u2h
Y ′i+1,i
)
,
where Λi ∈ Md(S) such that u
hΛ−1i ∈ Md(S), and Y
′
i+1,i ∈ Md(S[
p
u2h
]) .
Proof. Since uhMi−1,i ⊂Mi,i+1 ⊂Mi−1,i, we obviously have
(pie
(i+1)
1 , . . . , p
ie
(i+1)
d ) = (p
i−1e
(i)
1 , . . . , p
i−1e
(i)
d )Λ¯i, i = 1, . . . , n− 1,
where Λ¯i ∈ Md(S1) is a matrix such that u
hΛ¯−1i ∈ Md(S1).
Now for each i, we construct a lift Λi of Λ¯i as follows. Since kJuK is PID, we
can write Λ¯i = XAY where X, Y are invertible matrices, and A is diagonal matrix
with elements on the diagonal of the form uat such that at ≤ h for 1 ≤ t ≤ d. Let
X˜, Y˜ ∈ Md(S) be some fixed lifts of X , Y respectively. Then Λi := X˜AY˜ ∈ Md(S)
is a lift of Λi and satisfies u
hΛ−1i ∈ Md(S). And so we have
(pie
(i+1)
1 , . . . , p
ie
(i+1)
d ) = (p
i−1e
(i)
1 , . . . , p
i−1e
(i)
d )Λi, i = 1, . . . , n− 1,
since pie
(i)
j = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ d.
Now we prove by induction on i (≥ 2) that
(e
(i−k)
1 , . . . , e
(i−k)
d ) = (e
(i)
1 , . . . , e
(i)
d )(
p
uh
)kYi−k,i(5.1.1)
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with Yi−k,i ∈ Md(S[
p
u2h
]) for 1 ≤ k ≤ i− 1. When i = 2, we have (pe
(2)
1 , . . . , pe
(2)
d ) =
(e
(1)
1 , . . . , e
(1)
d )Λ1. The statement is valid as Y1,2 := u
hΛ−11 ∈ Md(S). Now suppose
the statement is valid for i ≤ m − 1 (m ≥ 3), we consider the situation of i = m.
Since
(pm−1e
(m)
1 , . . . , p
m−1e
(m)
d ) = (p
m−2e
(m−1)
1 , . . . , p
m−2e
(m−1)
d )Λm−1,
we have p(e
(m)
j ) − (e
(m−1)
j )Λm−1 ∈ M[p
m−2]. By Lemma 5.1.1, M[pm−2] is generated
by e
(i)
j for 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 2 and j = 1, . . . , d. So, we have
p(e
(m)
1 , . . . , e
(m)
d )− (e
(m−1)
1 , . . . , e
(m−1)
d )Λm−1 =
m−2∑
j=0
(e
(j)
1 , . . . e
(j)
d )Xj, for some Xj ∈ Md(S)
=
m−2∑
j=1
(e
(m−1)
1 , . . . , e
(m−1)
d )(
p
uh
)m−1−jYj,m−1Xj , by induction hypothesis.
Hence we have
(e
(m)
1 , . . . , e
(m)
d )pΛ
−1
m−1 = (e
(m−1)
1 , . . . , e
(m−1)
d )
(
Id +
m−2∑
j=1
(
p
uh
)m−1−jYj,m−1XjΛ
−1
m−1
)
.
Since uhΛ−1m−1 ∈ Md(S), we can write (using
p
uh
= p
u2h
uh)
(5.1.2) (e
(m)
1 , . . . , e
(m)
d )pΛ
−1
m−1 = (e
(m−1)
1 , . . . , e
(m−1)
d )
(
Id +
p
u2h
Y ′m,m−1
)
,
with Y ′m,m−1 ∈ Md(S[
p
u2h
]). Hence
(e
(m−1)
1 , . . . , e
(m−1)
d ) = (e
(m)
1 , . . . , e
(m)
d )pΛ
−1
m−1
(
Id +
p
u2h
Y ′m,m−1
)−1
= (e
(m)
1 , . . . , e
(m)
d )
p
uh
Ym−1,m
with Ym−1,m ∈ Md(S[
p
u2h
]) (Note that when calculating (Id +
p
u2h
Y ′m,m−1)
−1, we can
throw away terms with high p-powers, because pm kills (e
(m)
1 , . . . , e
(m)
d )). Now for
k = 2, . . . , m− 1, we iterate the above to get
(e
(m−k)
1 , . . . e
(m−k)
d ) = (e
(m−1)
1 , . . . , e
(m−1)
d )(
p
uh
)k−1Ym−k,m−1,
and so (5.1.1) is proved.
It is clear (5.1.1) implies Item (1). And Item (2) is already proved in Equation
(5.1.2). 
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5.2. Existence of h. The following proposition will play a key role to prove the
later overconvergence result. As we mentioned earlier, in this subsection, we will use
the notation system in Convention 3.3.3.
5.2.1. Proposition. Use notations in 4.1.4. There exists a constant h only depend-
ing on p, f , e and d such that uhM(n−1,1) ⊂ M(n,1) for all n ≥ 1. Consequently
uhMi−1,i(n) ⊂M
i,i+1
(n) for all i = 1, . . . , n− 1 by Corollary 4.1.6.
Proof. The proof is quite involved, so we break the proof into several steps. We first
present the main strategy of the proof, assuming two difficult lemmas which will be
proved later.
We first fix an n, so we can apply Theorem 3.3.2 to our Tn, and we will freely use
notations there. By Lemma 4.2.10, for any n, if we let M ′n :=W (k
′)⊗W (k)Mn, then
the maximal liftable Kisin model ofM ′n is M
′
(n) ≃W (k
′)⊗W (k)M(n). Thus, it is easy
to see that M′(n,1) = W (k
′) ⊗W (k) M(n,1) for any n. So to prove our proposition, it
suffices to show that
uhM′(n−1,1) ⊂M
′
(n,1).
We divide the following argument into two steps. In Step 1, we will construct
another Kisin model (denoted as M˚′n,1) of M
′
1 such that M˚
′
n,1 ⊂ M
′
(n,1). Then in
Step 2, we show that uhM′(n−1,1) ⊂ M˚
′
n,1.
Step 1. The loose crystalline lift L˜′n ։ W˘n|GK′ ։ Tn|GK′ realizes a liftable
Kisin model M˚′n of M
′
n, and so M˚
′
n ⊂ M
′
(n). The following composite of GK ′-
representations
(5.2.1) L˜′n // // W˘n|GK′
// // Tn|GK′
// // T1|GK′ .
realizes a Kisin model M˚′n,1 in M
′
1, and we certainly have
M˚′n,1 ⊂M
′
(n,1).
By diagram (3.3.1), The composite (5.2.1) is the same as
L˜′n // // W˘n // // L˜n−1( // // Tn−1) // // T1,
which is the same as
L˜′n // // W˘n // // W˘n/pW˘n = Zn // // L˜n−1/pL˜n−1 // // T1,
which, by (3.3.6), is the same as
L˜′n
// // Z˜ ′n
// // Zn // // L˜n−1/pL˜n−1 // // T1,
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which, by diagram (3.3.4), is the same as
(5.2.2) L˜′n
// // Z˜ ′n
// // L˜n−1(−s) // // L˜n−1/pL˜n−1 // // T1.
And so (5.2.2) also realizes M˚′n,1.
Step 2. The last surjection of (5.2.2) is induced by the following composite of
GK-representations.
(5.2.3) L˜n−1 // // Tn−1 // // T1
Since we may assume that L˜n−1 ։ Tn−1 realize M(n−1), and the composite (5.2.3)
restricted to GK ′ realizes M
′
(n−1,1).
So in order to prove uhM′(n−1,1) ⊂ M
′
(n,1), it suffices to show u
hM′(n−1,1) ⊂ M˚
′
n,1.
And so it suffices to show that the cokernel of the following composite (which are
maps of Kisin modules corresponding to (5.2.2)) is killed by uh
(5.2.4) L˜′n
// Z˜′n
// L˜′n−1(s)
// L′n−1/pL
′
n−1 .
By Lemma 5.2.2 below, the map L˜′n → Z˜
′
n is in fact surjective, so we only need to
consider the cokernel of the following composite of maps:
(5.2.5) Z˜′n // L˜
′
n−1(s) // L
′
n−1/pL
′
n−1 .
Denote the image of the composite (5.2.5) as L˚′n−1, which is contained in L
′
n−1(s)/pL
′
n−1(s).
So we can choose basis e1, . . . em of L
′
n−1, such that L˚
′
n−1 has a k
′[[u]]-basis formed by
ua1 e¯1, . . . u
am e¯m, where ai =
es
p−1
+ bi with bi ≥ 0 (note that the rank of L˚
′
n−1 is also
m, because of the surjective maps in (5.2.2)).
Finally, we will show in Lemma 5.2.6 that ai’s are bounded by a constant h, and
this will conclude the proof. 
Now we will prove Lemma 5.2.2 and Lemma 5.2.6 to complete the proof of Propo-
sition 5.2.1. Before we prove Lemma 5.2.2, let us first recall the following subtle fact:
suppose that we have an exact sequence of lattices inside semi-stable representations:
0→ L(1) → L(2) → L(3) → 0
Then the corresponding sequence of Kisin modules
0→ L(1) → L(2) → L(3) → 0
is only left exact [Liu12, Lem. 2.19.], i.e., the map L(2) → L(3) is not necessarily
surjective.
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5.2.2. Lemma. The sequence of finite free Kisin modules corresponding to the first
row of Diagram(3.3.6)
0→ pL˜′n−1 −→ L˜
′
n
θ
−→ Z˜′n −→ 0
is exact, i.e., θ is surjective.
5.2.3. Convention. In the proof of this lemma, all the representations that we
consider are GK ′-representations, and all Kisin modules are over S
′ = W (k′)⊗W (k)S.
To be completely rigorous, we will need to restrict many representations from GK
to GK ′, and use prime notation over Kisin modules (i.e., notations like M
′). For
notational simplicity, from now on (i.e., in the proof of Lemma 5.2.2 and Lemma
5.2.6), we will drop these prime notations.
Proof. Step 0: strategy. We first sketch the strategy of the proof as follows. We will
not directly show that θ is surjective. Instead, we will construct a Kisin model W˘n
inside W˘n, which sits in a short exact sequence
(5.2.6) 0→ pL˜n−1 → W˘n → Zn → 0,
corresponding to the exact sequence (3.3.2) (restricted to GK ′), where Zn is the Kisin
model realized by Z˜n ։ Zn.
We then define the product L˜
(2)
n := W˘n ×Zn Z˜n, which is a Kisin model of L˜n, and
naturally sits inside the short exact sequence:
0→ pL˜n−1 −→ L˜
(2)
n
θ
−→ Z˜n −→ 0.
This forces L˜
(2)
n to be finite free, and so it has to be equal to L˜n (because the finite
free Kisin model of Ln is unique), concluding the proof.
Step 1: a basis for Zn. As the strategy suggests, we first construct a basis for Zn.
From diagram (3.3.4), we have the following
0 // N˜n

// Z˜n

// L˜n−1(−s)

// 0
0 // pn−1Tn // Zn // L˜n−1/pL˜n−1 // 0.
(5.2.7)
Note that in this diagram, only the map L˜n−1(−s) ։ L˜n−1/pL˜n−1 is a strict crys-
talline Zp-lift (i.e., it is a modp map); the other two projections N˜n ։ p
n−1Tn and
Z˜n ։ Zn are just loose crystalline lifts.
Recall that as in Step 2 of the proof of Proposition 5.2.1, L˚n−1 is the torsion Kisin
module induced by the surjection Z˜n ։ L˜n−1(−s) ։ L˜n−1/pL˜n−1. Let Zn be the
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torsion Kisin module induced by the map Z˜n ։ Zn. Let Nn be the kernel of the
surjection Zn ։ L˚n−1. The following short exact sequence
(5.2.8) 0→ Nn → Zn → L˚n−1 → 0.
corresponds to the bottom row of (5.2.7), and so Nn is a Kisin model of p
n−1Mn,
and hence finite free over kJuK. We already have the basis ua1 e¯1, . . . , u
am e¯m for L˚n−1.
Pick any kJuK-basis α1, . . . , αt for Nn, and then {α1, . . . , αt, u
a1 e¯1, . . . , u
am e¯m} form
a basis of Zn.
Step 2: a Kisin model inside W˘n. Now we construct a Kisin model W˘n inside
W˘n. Consider e1, . . . , em the S-basis of L˜n−1, since W˘n ։ L˜n−1, we can pick lifts
eˆi ∈ W˘n of ei. Consider the S-module W˘n generated by peˆi, u
ai eˆi and αj; we claim
this is a Kisin model of W˘n.
We see that eˆ, α generate W˘n as e´tale ϕ-modules, so it suffices to check that W˘n
is ϕ-stable. To see this, we first observe that
ϕ(eˆ1, . . . , eˆm) = (eˆ1, . . . , eˆm)A+ (α1, . . . , αt)B,
where A ∈ Mm×m(S), B ∈ Mt×m(OE). Now we check step by step.
• Because pαi = 0, we have ϕ(peˆ1, . . . , peˆm) = (peˆ1, . . . , peˆm)A with A ∈
Mm×m(S).
• ϕ(ua1 eˆ1, . . . , u
am eˆm) = (eˆ1, . . . eˆm)Aϕ(Λ) + (α1, . . . , αt)Bϕ(Λ) where Λ is a
the diagonal matrix [ua1 , . . . , uam]. Since {αi, u
aj e¯j} forms a kJuK-basis of Zn,
we must have
(e1, . . . , em)Aϕ(Λ) ≡ (e1, . . . , em)ΛC mod p
with C having coefficients in S and Bϕ(Λ) have entries in kJuK. Hence
{ϕ(uaiei)} ⊂ W˘n.
• Finally it is obvious that ϕ(α1, . . . , αt) ⊂ Nn.
So we conclude that W˘n is indeed a Kisin model of W(n), and the sequence (5.2.6)
is short exact; as we noted in Step 0, this concludes the proof. 
We now proceed to Lemma 5.2.6. First, let us introduce a useful definition.
5.2.4.Definition. LetM be a p-torsion Kisin module (over k′[[u]]). Then vR(det(ϕ|M))
makes sense and does not depend on the choice of k′[[u]]-basis ofM (here we normalize
vR on k
′[[u]] by setting vR(u) = 1). Denote α(M) = vR(det(ϕ|M)).
5.2.5. Lemma. (1) If we have an exact sequence of p-torsion Kisin modules 0→
M(1) →M(2) →M(3) → 0, then α(M(2)) = α(M(1)) + α(M(3)).
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(2) Let L be a GK ′-stable Zp-lattice in a semi-stable representation V with non-
positive Hodge-Tate weights HT(V ), and L the corresponding Kisin module.
Then α(L/pL) = e(
∑
i∈HT(V )−i) where e = e(K
′) the ramification index.
5.2.6. Lemma. As we claimed at the end of proof of Proposition 5.2.1, there exists
a constant h only depending on d = dimFp T1, p, f and e such that ai ≤ h.
Proof. Recall that L˚n−1 has a k
′[[u]]-basis formed by ua1 e¯1, . . . u
am e¯m, where e¯1, . . . e¯m
is a k′[[u]]-basis of Ln−1/pLn−1. We clearly have
α(L˚n−1) = (p−1)
∑
1≤i≤m
ai+α(L˜n−1/pL˜n−1) = (p−1)
∑
1≤i≤m
bi+α
(
L˜n−1(−s)/pL˜n−1(−s)
)
.
Since bi ≤
∑
1≤i≤m bi, so we only need to bound α(L˚n−1)−α(L˜n−1(−s)/pL˜n−1(−s)).
By Lemma 5.2.5(1) and Equation (5.2.8), α(L˚n−1) ≤ α(Zn). Recall from diagram
(3.3.4), Zn is realized via Z˜n ։ Zn ⊗Fp kE ։ Zn. That is, we have
Z˜n ։ Z˜n/̟EZ˜n = ⊕Zn ։ Zn,
where Zn/̟EZn is a direct sum of ([kE : Fp])-copies of Zn. So we have
α(L˚n−1) ≤ α(Zn) ≤ α(Z˜n/̟EZ˜n) ≤ α(Z˜n/pZ˜n).
So we have
α(L˚n−1)− α
(
L˜n−1(−s)/pL˜n−1(−s)
)
≤ α(Z˜n/pZ˜n)− α
(
L˜n−1(−s)/pL˜n−1(−s)
)
= e(
∑
i∈HT(N˜n)
−i), by Lemma 5.2.5(2).
Here, the representation N˜n comes from the first row of (3.3.4). Recall that by
Lemma 3.1.3, we could have chosen our E to be Kd. By Corollary 3.2.2, we have∑
i∈HT(N˜n)
−i ≤ efd2(pfd − 2) (since N˜n[
1
p
] has Qp-dimension efd
2). So we can let h
be an integer such that
h ≥
es
p− 1
+ e
efd2(pfd − 2)
p− 1
.
By Equation (3.3.5), we can let s = pfd + p− 2. So for example, we can let
(5.2.9) h := 3fe2d2pfd.

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6. Overconvergent basis and main theorem
In this section, we prove our main theorem, namely, the overconvergence of (ϕ, τ)-
modules associated to finite free Zp-representations. To do so, we first show the
existence of an “overconvergent basis”, with respect to which all entries of the ma-
trices for ϕ and Gˆ are overconvergent elements.
6.1. Existence of overconvergent basis.
6.1.1. Theorem. Let ρ : GK → GLd(Zp) be a continuous representation and Mˆ =
(M,ϕM , Gˆ) the associated (ϕ, τ)-module. Then there exists an OE -basis of M , and
a constant α = α(p, f, e, d) that only depends on p, e, f and d, such that with respect
to this basis,
• the matrix of ϕM is in Md(S[[
p
uα
]]),
• the matrix of τ is in Md(W (R)[[
p
uα
]]) for any τ ∈ Gˆ.
Before we proceed to the proof, we will adopt the following convention on notations.
6.1.2. Convention. To ease the notation, we will use notations like (ej) to mean a
row vector (ej)
d
j=1 = (e1, . . . , ed).
Proof. For the proof, we first inductively construct a specific set of generators for
M(n). Then we use them to define a basis for Mn. We show that the bases are
compatible, and gives us the desired overconvergent basis by taking inverse limit .
Step 1. Generators of M(n). First of all, by induction on n, we construct a
specific set of generators {e
(i)
(n),j, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
d
j=1 of M(n) such that {p
i−1e
(i)
(n),j}
d
j=1 forms
a kJuK-basis of Mi−1,i(n) .
We choose {e
(1)
(1),j}
d
j=1 any kJuK-basis ofM(1). Suppose we have defined {e
(i)
(n−1),j, 1 ≤
i ≤ n−1}dj=1 the generators for M(n−1). Recall that in Corollary 4.1.6, we have used
the map ιn−1,n : Mn−1 → Mn to identify M
i−1,i
(n−1) with M
i−1,i
(n) when 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
Now define
• e
(i)
(n),j := ιn−1,n(e
(i)
(n−1),j) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ d, and
• choose any {e
(n)
(n),j}
d
j=1 in M(n), so that (p
n−1e
(n)
(n),j) is a kJuK-basis of M
n−1,n
(n) =
pn−1M(n).
This finishes the inductive definition.
Step 2. Basis of Mn. With above, now we define basis for Mn. By Lemma
5.1.2(2), for any x ≥ 1, we can write
(pe
(x)
(x),j) = (ιx−1,x(e
(x−1)
(x−1),j))Λx−1(Id +
p
u2h
Zx−1)(6.1.1)
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with Zx−1 ∈ Md(S[
p
u2h
]). Now define
(e
(n)
j ) := (e
(n)
(n),j)
(
n−1∏
x=1
(Λx−1(Id +
p
u2h
Zx−1))
)−1
.(6.1.2)
We denote Yn :=
∏n−1
x=1(Λx−1(Id+
p
u2h
Zx−1)), and so (e
(n)
j ) = (e
(n)
(n),j)Y
−1
n . Since (e
(n)
(n),j)
are killed by pn, we can take Yn and Y
−1
n to be in Md(OE,n), and we do so. More
precisely, we can arrange that Yn ∈ Md(
1
u2(n−1)h
S), and Y −1n ∈ Md(
1
u3(n−1)h
S); these
are only rough estimates, but they are sufficient for our use.
Since e
(n)
(n),j , 1 ≤ j ≤ d lifts an OE,1-basis ofM1, by Nakayama Lemma, (e
(n)
1 , . . . e
(n)
d )
is an OE,n-basis of Mn.
Step 3. Compatibility of basis. We check that (e
(n−1)
j ) = (e
(n)
j mod p
n−1). Note
that the composite of the map Mn ։ Mn−1 →֒ Mn is precisely the multiplication
by p map, where the first map is modulo pn−1 and the second map is ιn−1,n. So it
suffices to check that ιn−1,n(e
(n−1)
j ) = p(e
(n)
j ). But this is easy consequence of (6.1.1)
and (6.1.2).
So now we can define (ej) := limn→∞(e
(n)
j ), which is a basis of M .
Step 4. Matrices for ϕ and τ . Let τ be any element in Gˆ, we claim that we have
• ϕ(ej) = (ej)A with A ∈ Md(S[[
p
uα
]]).
• τ(ej) = (ej)B with ϕ(B) ∈ Md(R̂[[
p
uα
]]).
By Lemma 6.1.3, it suffices to prove that
• ϕ(e
(n)
j ) = (e
(n)
j )An with An ∈ Md(
1
u(n−1)α
S).
• τ(e
(n)
j ) = (e
(n)
j )Bn with ϕ(Bn) ∈ Md(
1
u(n−1)α
R̂).
Since M(n) comes from a loose crystalline lift, we can write
• ϕ(e
(n)
(n),j) =
∑n
i=1(e
(i)
(n),j)P
(1)
i , with P
(1)
i ∈ Md(S),
• τ(1⊗ϕ e
(n)
(n),j) =
∑n
i=1(1⊗ϕ e
(i)
(n),j)Q
(1)
i , with Q
(1)
i ∈ Md(R̂).
By Lemma 5.1.2, for all i < n, we can write
(e
(i)
(n),j) = (e
(n)
(n),j)Yi,n with Yi,n ∈ Md(S[
p
u2h
]).
So we can write
• ϕ(e
(n)
(n),j) = (e
(n)
(n),j)Pn, with Pn ∈ Md(S[
p
u2h
]),
• τ(1⊗ϕ e
(n)
(n),j) = (1⊗ϕ e
(n)
(n),j)Qn, with Qn ∈ Md(R̂[
p
u2h
]).
So
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• ϕ(e
(n)
j ) = (e
(n)
j )YnPnϕ(Y
−1
n ),
• τ(1⊗ϕ e
(n)
j ) = (1⊗ϕ e
(n)
j )YnQnτ(Y
−1
n ),.
and so (using the fact e
(n)
j is killed by p
n and then ( p
u2h
)m will vanishes for m ≥ n)
• An = YnPnϕ(Y
−1
n ) ∈ Md(
1
u2(n−1)h+2(n−1)h+3(n−1)ph
S),
• ϕ(Bn) = ϕ(Yn)Qnτ(ϕ(Y
−1
n )) ∈ Md(
1
u2(n−1)ph+2(n−1)h+3(n−1)ph
R̂).
Finally, we can simply let
(6.1.3) α = 7ph
to conclude. Note that since ϕ(B) ∈ Md(R̂[[
p
uα
]]), we have B ∈ Md(W (R)[[
p
uα/p
]]). 
6.1.3. Lemma. Let B be the ring S, or R̂, or W (R). Suppose that yn =
xn
uα(n−1)
∈
Wn(FrR) such that yn+1 ≡ yn mod p
n in Wn+1(FrR). If xn ∈ B for all n, then yn
converges to a y ∈ B[[ p
uα
]].
Proof. It suffices to show that yn ∈ Bn[
p
uα
] for all n. This is true when n = 1.
Suppose it is valid for n = m. Let us consider the case that n = m + 1. Since
ym ∈ Bm[
p
uα
], we can lift it to an element in Bm+1[
p
uα
] and still denote it by ym, then
xm = u
(m−1)αym ∈ Bm+1. Now
ym+1 = ym + (ym+1 − ym) = ym +
xm+1 − u
αxm
uαm
.
Since ym+1 ≡ ym mod p
m, we have xm+1− u
αxm ∈ p
mW (R)m+1 ∩Bm+1 = p
mBm+1,
and so xm+1 − u
αxm = p
mx′m+1 with x
′
m+1 ∈ Bm+1. So ym+1 = ym +
pm
uαm
x′m+1. This
completes the induction and proves the lemma. 
6.2. Overconvergence. Finally, we can prove our main theorem.
6.2.1. Theorem. Let T be a continuous finite free Zp-representation of GK , and let
Mˆ = (M,ϕM , Gˆ) the associated (ϕ, τ)-module. Then Mˆ is overconvergent.
Proof. Let (e1, . . . , ed) be the basis of M as in Theorem 6.1.1. Let (t1, . . . , td) be
any basis of T , and let (e1, . . . , ed) = (t1, . . . , td)X where X ∈ Md(OÊur). Then we
have ϕ(X) = XA. In order to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that X ∈
Md(W (FrR)
†,r) for some r > 0. We claim that X ∈ Md(W (R)[[
p
uα
]]).
To prove the claim, by Lemma 6.1.3, it suffices to show that u(n−1)αXn ∈ Md(Wn(R))
where Xn := X( mod p
n). We prove this by induction on n. When n = 1, we have
ϕ(X1) = X1A1. Since A1 ∈ Md(S1) by Theorem 6.1.1, we have X1 ∈ Md(R) by
Lemma 6.2.2. Suppose the claim is true when n ≤ m, and let us consider the case
n = m + 1. We can always write X =
∞∑
ℓ=0
pℓX ′ℓ with X
′
ℓ ∈ Md([FrR]), where we use
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[FrR] to mean the set of Teichmu¨ller lifts. We have Xm+1 =
m∑
ℓ=0
pℓX ′ℓ. To finish the in-
duction process, it suffices to show umαX ′m ∈ Md([R]). From ϕ(Xm+1) = Xm+1Am+1,
we can deduce
pmϕ(umαX ′m) = p
mumαX ′mu
(p−1)mαAm+1 + u
pmαXmAm+1 − ϕ(u
mαXm)
By induction hypothesis, u(m−1)αXm ∈ Md(W (R)), and by Theorem 6.1.1, u
mαAm+1 ∈
Md(W (R)), so the above equation is reduced to the form
pmϕ(umαX ′m)− p
mumαX ′mu
(p−1)mαAm+1 = C,
for some C ∈ Md(W (R)). Since p
mW (FrR) ∩ W (R) = pmW (R), we have C ∈
Md(p
mW (R)). Divide both sides of the equation by pm and modulo p on both sides,
then we can apply Lemma 6.2.2 to conclude that umαX ′m ∈ Md([R]). This completes
the proof of our theorem.
As a final note, it is easy to see that the overconvergence radius r can be any
number < 1
α
. Combined with Equation (6.1.3) and Equation (5.2.9), it suffices that
(6.2.1) r <
1
21pfe2d2pfd
.

6.2.2. Lemma. Suppose Y ∈ Md(FrR) and B,C ∈ Md(R) such that ϕ(Y ) = Y B+C,
then we must have Y ∈ Md(R).
Proof. Suppose otherwise, consider an entry yi,j in the matrix Y with minimal vR
valuation, then one can easily deduce a contradiction. 
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